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Introduction
Indonesia is one of the biggest destination countries for neighbouring international students to pursue their higher education. The statistics shows at least 3,000 international students study in Indonesia, pursuing their degree in universities (Jakarta Post 2014). This figures includes three big neighbouring countries respectively; Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam (ibid). Thai students are significantly thriving in number as universities in Indonesia are favoured in terms of culture similarity (Ummu, 2019). Correspondingly, Indonesia has been the second destination country for southern Thailand students to study in higher education after EgyptSouthern Border Provinces Administrative Center(SBPAC, 2018). Not to mention, the scholarship schemes offered by Indonesian government for Thai international students are increased continuously.

This leads to a rapid increase of Thai students who enroll in universities in Indonesia.

Additionally, a number of scholarships offered by Indonesian government annually boost the number of Thai students in Indonesia. While studying in new countries can be best prize for the Thai international students, academics dynamic can be challenging (IIE, 2018).

Thai students are encouraged to pursue the degree abroad by the number of available scholarship and funding. Thai students have large opportunity to get the degree abroad on the platform of government scholarship and self-funded scheme. A common scholarship would cover full scholarship with responsibility on returning to Thailand to work in Thailand office of the corporate entity granting the scholarship(SBPAC, 2018). Hence, the number of Thai international students is growing over time. However, this increase is not without a problem, number of cases reported Thai international students struggle with their academics due to a various adversities they face in the new country where they study. For this reason, understanding the nature of the academic experiences of Thai international is worth to investigate. This can shed a better understanding of their experiences. To encourage successful learning, the international students voice and in educational policy are necessary (Zhao et al., 2005).

Research Method
While many studies have discussed about Thai International students abroad, few specifically research which focus on the academic experience of Thai international students in Indonesia and most investigate Thai international students in UK, Germany and Egypt rather than in Indonesia specifically. Moreover, very few research which focus on the academic experience of Thai international students. The current research focuses on the subjective experience of the Thai international students who undergo the study or academic experience in Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta. Therefore, the research requires the approach that can accommodate the perception from the participants who involve in the phenomena. Accordingly, this research employs Hermeneutic phenomenology as an appropriate methodology which was adopted from Max van Manen’s work (1997).

Hermeneutic phenomenology is a research methodology designed for producing rich
textual descriptions of the experience of life of individuals on phenomena that are able to relate to the experience of all of us collectively. Jones (1975). The research methodology is selected depends on the research questions and the philosophical perspective from which the questions are to be investigated Kvale (1996). There search is designed to understand the nature of the phenomenon of academic experience on Thai international student at Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta. However, the main focus of phenomenology is experiences and feelings as the core of the phenomenon, and a key aspect of this research is investigating Thai international students’ academic experience studying at Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta. The use of hermeneutic phenomenology allows study of participants’ experiences with further construct and understanding by the researchers based on researcher’s theoretical and personal knowledge Bogdan (1998). The Communication and language are intertwined and hermeneutics phenomenology compromises a way of understanding human experiences captured through language and in context (van Manen, 1997).

This method selected for this study to explore the Thai undergraduate international students’ experiences at English Department, Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta. This study start with the research questions; “How do Thai undergraduate international students constitute their academic experiences at Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta.

The focus of this research is the exploration of Thai international students’ academic experiences at Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta. Therefore, there search searches for a design which is appropriate to explore the academic experiences of the participants. Hermeneutic phenomenology is selected for its focus is the experiences of the participant. There are some designs that may apply and match the aim of the research. They are grounded theory Glasser (2007) and narrative (Riesman, 2008). Nevertheless these were not selected in favor of phenomenological research. The grounded theory is a research design which aims at generating a theory Glasser,(2007). While grounded theory aims at generating theory while the objective of this research is not at creating theory. The research aims to understand the phenomenon being explored. Therefore, the grounded approach was not selected. Hence, a hermeneutic phenomenological research is chosen to explain a phenomenon through participants’ experiences (Van Manen, 1997). In hermeneutic phenomenology, participants(s) Thai undergraduate international students and researcher co-construct the meaning of the experiences being investigated to analyse the perception.

Result and Discussion

Having analyzed the data through a series of member checking, the finding suggests two key points of Thai international perception on their academic experience at Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta. The findings are limited by the context and scope, therefore is not to be generalized. Nevertheless, it may give a better understanding on the nature of Thai international students’ academic experience at Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta.

1. While Thai students can integrate within individual task given by lecturer, problems found in the team class work project or group assignment given by lecturer.
2. Bilingual class; English and Bahasa Indonesia class help Thai students to understand the teaching material better.

Discussion

At the first stage of data analysis, a raw transcript was interpreted through member checking; the process where data interpreted through a constructive discussion among between researcher and supervisor. The interpretation was conducted in at least three phases.

The first interpretation by the researcher results explicative initial themes. At second
phase, the themes discussed with others researchers include the research supervisor. At this stage, theme emerged were selected and reduced. At the last stage of member checking, the explicative data were given to the participant to have another latter interpretation and confirmation on the themes agreed upon. The two explicative themes found in the data analysis are acquired through a prolonged and detail data driven based – discussion.

The first finding shows Thai international students can cope with individual task given in the class by the lecturer. This includes their ability to complete and accomplish the task given in relatively non problematic process as it can be understood in the following participant’s transcript.

No problem with task and assignment in the class. Uhm The lecturer makes it easy for us to finish the task, individual task. Yes, the task is easy for individual but not easy when it group homework. I don’t like group project. It is not easy. Not easy to find a friends in the group or even to meet to complete the project. May be because all students are busy but it’s not easy.

While individual task seems to be doable for Thai international students, they express and indicate a barrier in the group task or project in the class.

I always have problem to join the group project. My name is in the group but I only join the group in the class, only in the class presentation not in the process. I rarely make it to the meeting before class presentation. I think it’s communication if they give me the day and time I have other class schedule if I’m free they have class

Similarly, there is a challenge met by Thai international students. It is not seems to be an available task for them to complete. They continuously complain about the group project

I like the class, I like the lecturer I like it I enjoy my study but I just don’t feel okay for group homework from lecturer there is a no time for me to meet the schedule with my friends why can’t we just have individual task!

The participants repeatedly express the grievance on the group project or homework give by the lecturer

Group project is not good! (laugh) not good! Not about the material, but it’s; not uhm there is no time for group meeting after class Simply difficult, the academics schedule is already full for us Nothing last, we can only meet in the class

The second explicative theme shows how the class in which some lecturers uses Bahasa Indonesia and English assist the Thai international students to understand the teaching material better. Thai international students who study in Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta can speak Malay and understand Bahasa Indonesia adequately. For this reason, the use of bilingual teaching allows them to comprehend the material given in the class easier. This is as constantly expressed by the participant.

The class is sometimes in English sometimes in Bahasa Indonesia. I understand Bahasa Indonesia better than English I think, but yes easy for me to follow the explanation in the class when the lecturer uses two languages as a means of classroom communication; Bahasa Indonesia and English.

The participants tend to perceive their Bahasa Indonesia is better than their English. Hence, they prefer the class whose lecturer uses bilingual language in the class room.
Conclusion

In this study the researcher sets out to conclude the study with answer to the research questions. The purpose of this hermeneutic phenomenological research is to investigate academic experience of Thai undergraduate international students at Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta. While the results from the study cannot be generalized, it helps answering the research question in the following ways.

The academic experiences of Thai undergraduate international students at Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta are constituted in two key topics.  

1. While Thai students can integrate with Indonesian students outside the class, problems seem to be in the team class work project or group assignment given by lecturer. 

2. The use of bilingual language; Bahasa Indonesia and English in the class by lecturers benefit Thai students to understand the teaching material better.

Further study focuses on the academic experiences of different universities and department is recommended. However, the replication of the research can be done by expanding the number of participants to be investigated. These study ascent new questions for areas of future study of understanding the Thai undergraduate international students at Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta in Indonesia.
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